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Choose the right answer from the bracket:     (20x1=20) 

1) _______ is the nearest star to the Earth. 

( universe, sun, milky way) 

2) The largest planet of the solar system. 

(Neptune, Jupiter, Uranus) 

3) A planet moves along a fixed path called its _____. 

(axis, orbit, equator) 

4) _________ are small rock pieces found between the orbits of mars and Jupiter. 

(comets, asteroids, moons) 

5) Halley’s comet appears after a gap of every ____ years. 

(70, 72, 76) 

6) Orion is also referred to as_________ 

( Great Bear, the Hunter, the Shooter) 

7) Planets move around the_______. 

( sun, comet, moon) 

8) The Earth completes one revolution in ______ days. 

(365, 3651/2, 3651/4) 

9) Rotation of the earth causes 

( days and nights, seasons, only night) 

10) The Earth is shaped like  

(a pear, an orange, a mango) 

11) The point where the Earth seem to meet the sky. 

(ocean, continent, horizon) 

12) Which is not a continent? 

( Asia, Australia, Arctic) 

13) Which is wrong about Earth? 

( Earth is at the right distance from the sun, Earth has ¾ land, Earth has atmosphere) 

14) ______ is the miniature model of the Earth. 

(Globe, Map, Atlas) 

15) _________ divides the Earth into two equal halves. 

(Equator, axis, north pole) 



 

 

 

16) The top most point on a globe is  

( South pole, North pole, Northern hemisphere) 

17) What is wrong about a map? 

(It gives detailed information about a particular area, It is easy to handle, It gives an 

idea about the shape of the Earth) 

18) ______ is a flat representation of the Earth. 

( Globe, Map, Atlas) 

19) On a map, the right direction is________ 

(South, West, East) 

20) A book of maps 

( Globe, Map, Atlas) 

 


